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Drawing on its extensive experience in the dental field, 88dent offers 
latest-generation products and materials guaranteeing a support service 
for dentist whenever required.

The digitisation of work will also lead in an increase in the workload, whilst 
improving communication with your dental technician  and the precision 
of processing as a result.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS FOR DENTAL STUDIO: 
THE BENEFITS OF FAST AND ACCURATE WORK

88DENT CLINICAL 

THE DENTIST RANGE
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Welcome to the DIGITAL WORKFLOW, 
a new dentistry to satisfy all patient 
needs

Nowadays the dental practice can count on many and various technologies, 
from intraoral scanners to CAD/CAM technology, which allow workflows to be 
partially or totally digitized. Supported by digital instruments, they are more 
agile and repeatable: the solutions are infinite and constantly evolving, every 
day more and more simple.

Embracing this evolution allows you to show patients your will to be at the 
forefront, but also to increase your competitiveness and productivity. A 
virtuous circle of growth for the facility and practitioners.

THE DIGITAL 
WORKFLOW

The digitalization of the dental practice

A dental practice that wants to achieve high standards of efficiency and 
quality cannot avoid digitization. This process will result in a different 
relationship with patients, a working efficiency unthinkable with analogue 
means and a more adequate distribution of appointments during working 
hours. Only by combining medical skills with the latest generation digital 
technologies we can:

Reduce intervention times  

Guarantee products of the highest precision

Manage the manufacturing processes internally

It is a path that can be undertaken in various steps, a path that leads far.

The Clinical line increases the 
productivity of the dental studio

The Clinical line allows the dental studio to cover all work phases: from the 
acquisition of dental impressions to the digital smile design, from dental 
modelling to milling, up to the 3D printing of the prosthetic products.

http://www.88dent.com
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In-house production: with the Clinical line you can

Digitizing the workflow with the new range of Clinical solutions will make your practice more efficient 
and productive thanks to a smoother workflow: from the design phase to the finalization of the 
prosthetic products even in a single day, in some cases in a few hours.

The transition from analogue to digital is an advantage for dental studios of all sizes. Greater efficiency 
will be welcomed both in large structures, which will make many activities more automatic, and in 
small studios, transforming them into more competitive realities, able to offer a greater number of 
services in less time without sacrificing quality and without increasing costs for production and for 
patients.

For those who prefer a gradual approach, which starts with the integration of digital technology 
with existing equipment, the products of the Clinical line are compatible with most of the 
technologies and tools available on the market.

Approaching technology will be simple: our experts will engage in effective support in the 
learning phases of digital transformation, an exciting path that will lead you to new goals.

A gradual transition from analogue to digital

This means offering a range of opportunities to patients, specific to the digital world, which otherwise 
cannot be pursued with analogue systems.
The dentist-patient relationship will undergo a transformation that will positively affect many aspects: 
from the acceptance of the proposed treatments to the speeding up of production processes, 
changing the timing within the dental studio and changing the use of the same by patients. Fewer 
sessions for the same treatments.

http://www.88dent.com
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A solution for every branch 
of dentistry

ORTHODONTICS FIXED 
ORTHODONTICS

IMPLANT 
SURGERY

_
Construction of inlays, 
single crowns, fixed 
prostheses on natural 
teeth or implants.

_
Acquiring impressions 
for the design and 
construction of 
orthodontic and 
functional braces, 
welded arches and 
bites.

_
Customization and 
modification of the 
final position of the 
teeth, height of the 
arches and brackets 
by previewing the final 
result.

_
Preparation of 
surgical guides by 
superimposing 
information relating 
to the teeth and soft 
tissues with the bone 
anatomy obtained 
through CBCT.

The advantages of a smart choice

The advantages of the digital workflow are not only reflected in the efficiency of the dental studio, 
but also in the speed of the treatments and the quality of the final result.
Patients will be able to say goodbye to unpleasant aspects, such as traditional impression-taking 
with the spoon, and even indecision concerning the treatments to undertake can be better 
managed thanks to the previsualization of the final result.

Better patient management

Dental problems have a strong impact on the emotional sphere: indecision and fear of facing 
treatments can keep patients away. 
Thanks to new dental technologies, it is possible to reassure the patient on the final appearance 
of the restoration and guarantee him a quick return to normal with a beautiful and healthy smile.

Digitizing the workflow means implementing your professional services in every specialty of dentistry.

No pre and post-operative discomfort

Taking an impression using an intraoral scanner reduces the 
discomfort for the patient and the risk of inaccuracy or error. 
In case of surgical treatments with Pocket Laser, the 
interventions will be faster and less painful, with 
very short recovery times.

Better communication

Actively involving the patient in a personalized work plan means winning their trust. In just 10 
minutes he can see the smile he will have at the end of the job and quickly decide to face the 
proposed treatments.

Keeping an archive of the patient's smile from the first meeting also allows to guarantee a faithful 
reconstruction, in the event of daily life events that could damage the teeth.

Problem solving in a single session

In case of simple restorations, the dental studio is able to provide the patient with an immediate 
solution, solving the problem in just over an hour.

1 2 3 4

Time savings

A shorter time of occupation of the chair translates into greater profitability without penalizing 
the quality of the service offered.

PATIENT ARRIVAL GUM RESHAPING 
AND SCANNING

DESIGN MILLING FINAL POLISHING

PAUSE
the patient receives the 

necessary care

TESTS AND 
CEMENTATION

SATISFIED 
PATIENT

RESTORATIVE 
AND PROSTHETIC 
DENTISTRY

WWW.88DENT.COM
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Easy to use, thanks to a guided workflow and intuitive controls

Permanent license and rental compatible with Windows and MacOS

Constant updates to improve and keep the software in line with new releases

Better professionist-patient communication

Quick and accurate data transmission between dental studio and laboratory

WHY CHOOSE smile Lynx?

smile Lynx, the digital smile design software, makes it possible for dentists to design the smile of 
their patients’ dreams. In fact, in just 10 minutes it is possible to show a surprising “before” and “after” 
picture to the patient, during the first appointment.

Taking the impression and acquisition of two photographs of the patient, following a guided 
protocol.

Uploading the photographs into smile Lynx software and, thanks to an intuitive and guided 
“step-by-step” procedure, creating the project. After showing the patient the final result, it is 
possible to save a PDF report to share with both the patient and the laboratory.

To finalize the work in the most complete way, cad Lynx software allows you to import the 
two-dimensional design. In cad Lynx the patient’s data, photographs and the library used 
are already present. It is then possible to create the three-dimensional model and then 
export the STL file and print a model to be tested directly on the patient.

smile Lynx: a project in 3 simple steps

smile Lynx allows you to design the ideal smile of your patients.

The possibility of visualizing the final result from the first appointment prepares the patient to 
experience the path of smile rehabilitation with greater confidence and availability. At the same 
time, the professionist will have the advantage of developing smile design projects starting 
from two simple full-face photographs and being able to send precise information to the dental 
technician to finalize the work.

smile Lynx improves communication with patients 
and the dental technician

The dream smile becomes reality

IMMEDIATE RESULTS 
The patient can see the final result from the 
first appointment, avoiding the typical worries 
of an analogue work

EASY TO USE 
Thanks to a guided workflow and intuitive 
controls

QUICK WORKFLOW 
Fast studio-laboratory communication by 
importing files into your own CAD

FOCUS

1

2

3
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THE SOFTWARE TO SHOW THE PATIENT 
THE SMILE THAT HAS ALWAYS DREAMED

http://www.88dent.com
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Purchase options

Side page 17 - Calibration cushion

Accessories

smile Lynx UPDATE 
Code 88S-AGSMILE       97,00

150,00

 30,00

125,00

CALIBRATION CUSHION 
Code 88S-CUSCI

ONLINE COURSE - 90 Minutes duration 
Code 88S-COR90MSMI

No. 1 CONNECTION of online support 
Code 88S-SUPLYNX

No. 5 CONNECTIONS of online support 
Code 88S-5SUPLYNX

EURO/YEAR 

97,00EURO

EURO

EURO

EURO

SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS

Windows and Mac compatibility; CPU Core 2 Duo 1.6 GHz CPU; 2 GB memory; 

1 GB storage; Minimum system requirements: Windows 7+ and MacOS

THE SOFTWARE TO SHOW THE PATIENT 
THE SMILE THAT HAS ALWAYS DREAMED

01DE
SI

GN

LIFE TIME LICENSE

 EURO  1,170.00

Calibration tool

All updates for the first year

code 88S-SLYNX
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Small size, optimal power

Why choose Pocket Laser?

POCKET LASER is equipped with 70 pre-set clinical programs, making it the ideal instrument for 
those approaching the diode laser for the first time. It is a device that allows great flexibility, since 
it rapidly presents numerous memory spaces available for the experienced dentist and hygienist, 
who can autonomously implement new programs and customize those already present. 

The POCKET LASER  clinical programs are constantly being developed and updated.

Wide variety of clinical programs

“Experimental study on mucosal incision with molecular 

quantum resonance scalpel: biophysical and histological 

evaluation.” - Ital Oral Surg. 2012 Apr. 

P. Vescovi,  M. Meleti, L. Corcione, E. Merigo, M. Manfredi, 
C.  Fornaini

POCKET LASER ith its 6 watts of power represents, among small lasers, one of the most powerful 
machines. Its small size and lightness, only 800 grams, make it extremely easy to transport to 
different workplaces. The wireless pedal with long-life battery allows “hands free” use, increasing 
freedom of movement. 

The resistive touch screen allows the operator to interact with the device even while wearing gloves, 
or even letting him touch the screen with gauze or tools. It can also be used with disposable, sterile 
adhesive protective films, which make it safe, ensuring maximum hygienic control. 

POCKET LASER is equipped with multiple accessories that makes it suitable for every clinical application.

915 nm: the ideal wavelength

POCKET LASER is a one-of-a-kind diode laser with 
a wavelength of 915 nm, specifically designed for 
use on soft tissue. The choice of this wavelength 
is not random. It is, in fact, one of the wavelengths 
with the greatest penetrating power, with an 
excellent intersection: low melanin level (maximum 
effectiveness), low water level (less pain and 
disinfectant function) and medium haemoglobin 
level (good cut) - see graph on the right.

Thanks to its different conditions of use, continuous 
pulsed and super-pulsed, POCKET LASER allows 
excellent effectiveness in analgesic treatments and 
resolution of inflammatory processes. Experimental 
evidences have demonstrated a regenerative 
biological action.

PERIODONTOLOGY

ENDODONTICS

SURGERY

PROSTHESIS

BIOSTIMULATION

 CONSERVATIVE

 IMPLANTOLOGY

 DECONTAMINATION

LOW LEVEL LASER THERAPY AND 
HIGH POWER LASER

BLEECHING

DESENSITIZATION

AESTHETIC MEDICINE

FOCUS
POCKET LASER has programs specifically designed and implemented for the following areas 
of intervention and applications:

Latest generation diode laser

Extremely performing

High precision and versatility

Very small size, making it a portable device

Improved field of view and greater safety

Minimum invasiveness

Rapid healing without scarring outcomes

Less use of anaesthetics

High degree of haemostasis, resulting in an improved field of view

HIGH PRECISION AND VERSATILITY 
IN POCKET SIZE
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Data sheet

Power supply

Internal power supply Rechargeable battery, 3.7 V, 4.2 Ah, single cell, Lithium polymer

External power Input: single phase 100-240 Vac, 50-60 Hz, 0.4 A; output: 5 V, 4 A 

Type of laser

Laser Power Diode AlGaAs LASER, CW and pulsed, 915 nm (±10 nm), 6 W (±20%) to 
the fiber, class 4

Pilot beam Diode AlGaAs LASER, CW, 635-660 nm, 3mW max (to the fiber), class 3 R

OPTICAL FIBERS

Type of fiber

Fibers: core = silica, reflecting layer (cladding) = hard polymer, 
protective sheath = tefzel (EFTE);  
N.A.= 0.37; applicable diameters = 200-300-400 μm; 
Nominal beam divergence = F = arcsin (N.A.) = 20.5° = 0.36 rad

Fiber connector SMA-905

Fiber maximum power 6 W (± 20%)

Characteristics of pulsed operation

Frequency Frequency = 20-15000 Hz - duty-cycle = 5-95%

Electrical protection

Type EN 60601-1  class II

Degree EN 60601-1  BF

Protection against penetration of liquids

Degree IP20 POCKET LASER - IP21 Wireless pedal

Dimensional characteristics

Dimensions (WxHxD) 101x167x42 mm (69 mm of depth at opening)

Weight 800 g

Electromagnetic compatibility

Emissions EN 60601-1-2 class B compliant

Immunity EN 60601-1-2 class B compliant

Conditions of use

Directions for use Continuous. Temporary charge

Use in presence of flammable gases, oxygen and nitrogen Not suitable

Storage conditions

Temperature from -10 to + 50 Celsius degrees

Humidity %Rh  < 80% non-condensing

Pressure > 630 hPa

Operating conditions

Temperature from -10 to + 40 Celsius degrees

Humidity %Rh  < 80% non-condensing

Pressure 700-1100 hPa

photo above - Advanced Kit

http://www.88dent.com
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STARTER KIT code PL-STA-PLD6W

• POCKET LASER with 70 pre-set clinical programs
• Wireless pedal with long-life battery
• Power supply kit for charging lithium batteries for pocket laser unit and wireless foot control unit
• No. 2 white glasses with green protection lens 810/1064 ld usable also with eyeglasses
• PPE for NIR diode laser
• Black cardboard for fiber tip activation
• USB pendrive with user manual
• Warranty according to law
• Carrying case

CONTACT SATIN-FINISH HANDPIECE  code PL-FT000022
For the reduction of reflections, autoclavable, detachable and universal,with a Luer Lock 
coupling safe and compatible with every fiber diameter. Usable with HCP or ULS fibers

 EURO  150.00

SET OF 20 DISPOSABLE WHITE MAC TIPS code PL-FT000015 
Non-sterile angled disposable tips compatible with Luer Lock coupling

 EURO  30.00

FIBER CUTTER KIT code PL-LDA00013 
Useful tool for the cutting, management, measurement and maintenance 
of HCP/ULS optical fibers of different diameters

 EURO  70.00

2 MT 200 μm HCP OPTICAL FIBER code PL-LPA00200
with SMA 905 coupling. Optical fiber with high resistance polymeric coating. 
Universal, endodontics. Autoclavable

 EURO  194.00

2 MT 400 μm HCP OPTICAL FIBER  code PL-LPA00400
Optical fiber with high resistance polymeric coating.  
Universal, surgery. Autoclavable

 EURO  230.00

code PL-PRO-PLD6W

KIT 3
Professional

 EURO  7,000.00

33
code PL-ADV-PLD6W

KIT 1
Advanced

 EURO  6,300.00

111
code PL-ADV-PLD6W-P

KIT 2
Advanced Plus

 EURO  6,300.00

22
KIT 4

Professional Plus
code PL-PRO-PLD6W-P

 EURO  7,000.00

C

C

C

C

C

Contact handpiece and related accessories

Silver handpiece and related accessories

Sapphire handpiece and related accessoriesZ
S
C

PRICE

HIGH PRECISION AND VERSATILITY 
IN POCKET SIZE
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SILVER HANDPIECE  code PL-HPD-311S08-S
With SMA 905 coupling, for the use of different autoclavable tips:  
interchangeable tips with integrated 200-300-400 μm optical fibers,  
intra and extra oral biostimulation tip and arc whitening tip

 EURO  550.00

ARC WHITENING TIP  code PL-W670  EURO  150.00

TIP FOR INTRAORAL BIOSTIMULATION  code PL-B670-8A  EURO  150.00

TIP FOR EXTRAORAL BIOSTIMULATION  code PL-TM670  EURO  150.00

COLLIMATED TIP  code PL-TM670-10
Defocused tip with collimated lens for biostimulation, low level laser therapy, 
high power laser therapy and whitening. Sterilizable.

 EURO  195.00

N. 3 LASER TIPS PACKAGES of 5 tips each, a package for each type:

TIP LASER 200 μm – package of 5 pieces  code PL-TP-200-15-S 

Multipurpose tip with integrated autoclavable and reusable optical fiber.  
The tips can be inserted and removed from the silver handpiece quickly and easily.  
Tip length:15 mm

 EURO  48.00

TIP LASER 300 μm – package of 5 pieces   code PL-TP-300-10-S 
Multipurpose tip with integrated autoclavable and reusable optical fiber.  
The tips can be inserted and removed from the silver handpiece quickly and easily.  
Tip length: 10 mm

 EURO  48.00

TIP LASER 400 μm – package of 5 pieces  code PL-TP-400-10-S
Multipurpose tip with integrated autoclavable and reusable optical fiber.  
The tips can be inserted and removed from the silver handpiece quickly and easily.  
Tip length: 10 mm

 EURO  48,00

SAPPHIRE HANDPIECE  code PL-LHC3000
With SMA 905 coupling. Surgical handpiece for sapphire tips, supplied with 
SAPPHIRE TIPS ADAPTER (CODE PL-LPC3002). One-of-a-kind, it combines  
the characteristics of the cold blade scalpel with the advantages of the laser.

 EURO  495.00 + 285.00  

(HANDPIECE + ADAPTER)

CONICAL SAPPHIRE TIP - Autoclavable  code PL-ZCT500  EURO  150.00

CHISEL SAPPHIRE TIP  code PL-ZST600
Flat prismatic tip, autoclavable

 EURO  150.00

KIT 3
Professional

KIT 4
Professional Plus

KIT 1
Advanced

KIT 2
Advanced Plus

Z

Z

Z

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

PRICE

HIGH PRECISION AND VERSATILITY 
IN POCKET SIZE
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SAPPHIRE HANDPIECE code PL-LHC3000

CONTACT SATIN-FINISH HANDPIECE 
code PL-FT000022

SET OF 20 DISPOSABLE WHITE MAC TIPS 
code PL-FT000015

C C

COLLIMATED TIP code PL-TM670-10

FIBER CUTTER KIT code PL-LDA00013

C

S

Z

CONICAL SAPPHIRE TIP  code PL-ZCT500 CHISEL SAPPHIRE TIP code PL-ZST600

Z Z

TIP FOR EXTRAORAL BIOSTIMULATION 
code PL-TM670

S

SILVER HANDPIECE code PL-HPD-311S08-S

S

200 μm, 15 mm TIP LASER - code PL-TP-200-15-S 
300 μm, 10 mm LASER - code PL-TP-300-10-S 
400 μm, 10 mm  LASER - code PL-TP-400-10-S

S

ARC WHITENING TIP 
code PL-W670

S

TIP FOR INTRAORAL BIOSTIMULATION 
code PL-B670-8A

S

http://www.88dent.com
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Other Accessories

With SMA 905 coupling. Ready-to-use optical fiber (without polymeric coating). Simple to use. 
Universal, conservative, prosthesis. Autoclavable.

265.002 MT 320 μm ULS OPTICAL FIBER 
Code  PL-LPA00320 EUROC

With SMA 905 coupling. High resistance optical fiber with polymeric coating.  
Universal, conservative, prosthesis. Autoclavable.

286.002 MT 600 μm HCP OPTICAL FIBER 
Code  PL-LPA00600 EUROC

With SMA 905 coupling. Ready-to-use optical fiber (without polymeric coating). 
Simple to use. Universal, particularly suited for endodontic applications. 
Autoclavable.

2 MT 200 μm ULS OPTICAL FIBER 
Code  PL-LPA00201 ON REQUESTC

Con attacco SMA 905. Fibra ottica con rivestimento polimerico ad elevata 
resistenza. Universale, conservativa, protesi. Autoclavabile

215.002 MT 300 μm HCP OPTICAL FIBER 
Code  PL-LPA00300 EUROC

FLAT WAVE TIP 
Code  PL-BT5008 ON REQUEST

Innovative defocused terminal with high performance for biostimulation, low 
level laser therapy, analgesic and anaesthetic therapy applications. IP

S

285.00
SAPPHIRE TIPS ADAPTER 
Code  PL-LPC3002 EURO

Already supplied when purchasing the sapphire handpiece

Z

1,000.00MULTIFUNCTIONAL KIT for biostimulation and whitening 
including tips - Code PL-MF-TIPS EURO

• SILVER HANDPIECE - code PL-HPD-3112S08-S

• ARC WHITENING TIP - code PL-W670

• TIP FOR INTRAORAL BIOSTIMULATION - code PL-B670-8A

• TIP FOR EXTRAORAL BIOSTIMULATION - code PL-TM670

• NO. 3 LASER TIPS PACKAGES of 5 tips each, a package for each type: 
200 μm (code PL-TP-200-15-S), 300 μm (code PL-TP-300-10-S) and 
400 μm (code PL-TP-400-10-S)

540,00EURO
FOCUSING HANDPIECE  
Cod.  PL-FOCUSING HANDPIECE

Handpiece specifically designed for intraoral, perioral, dermaesthetic and vascular 
applications, including treatment by photothermocoagulation of low-flow vascular 
malformations, telangiectasias.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

• 300um, 400um fiber

• SMA905 connector

• Confocal magnification: 1:1 Beam diameter: selectable between 0.5 mm, 
1mm, 2mm and 3mm

1.100,00EURO
THERAPY HANDPIECE 
Cod.  PL-THERAPY HANDPIECE

Tissue biostimulation and biomodulation procedures. For example, ATM 
biostimulation, muscle tissue biomodulation, skin biomodulation, aesthetic 
applications.
Pain relief, inflammation reduction, promotion of healing processes, revitalization.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

• Defocused handpiece with universal connection SMA 905, equipped with 
interchangeable optical terminals.

• Adjustable spot area depending on the terminal used, between: 7mm, 
15mm, 30mm.

http://www.88dent.com
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4200 MAH, 3.7 V battery. Already supplied when purchasing the Starter Kit

80.00BATTERY FOR POCKET LASER UNIT   
Code PL-RIC00309 EURO

Carrying case for Pocket Laser and related accessories. Already supplied when 
purchasing the Starter Kit

98.00CASE FOR POCKET LASER   
Code PL-LDA00202 EURO

For operators and patients, they allow complete protection and can be used with 
most eyeglasses’ frames. PPE for NIR diode lasers. 2 pieces already supplied when 
purchasing the Starter Kit

165.00WHITE GLASSES with green lenses 
Code  PL-LDA00105 EURO

Universal power supply for Pocket Laser units and wireless foot control. Already 
supplied when purchasing the Starter Kit

79.00POWER SUPPLY KIT  
Code  PL-RIC00310 EURO

Wireless pedal with long-life battery for “hands free” use. Each pedal is set to 
respond only to a single Pocket Laser unit. Already supplied when purchasing the 
Starter Kit

476.00WIRELESS PEDAL   
Code  PL-RIC00305 EURO

http://www.88dent.com
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iATON
A SOPHISTICATED HIGH-PRECISION 
SCANNING SYSTEM

iATON allows you to take digital impressions quickly, precisely and fluidly by generating 3D 
models of the patient’s oral cavity.

The supply includes 5 tips: 3 identical and 2 additional tips, different both for length and 
inclination of the mirror and recognizable by the letters “D” and “M” imprinted. “D” tip: to be used 
for critical points in the distal portion of the arches; “M” tip: to be used to re-scan critical points in 
the mesial portion of the arches.

A new impression in your studio

iATON has been designed for various types of scanning, in 
particular it is indicated for:

RESTORATIVE AND PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY 
Inlays, crowns, fixed prostheses on natural teeth and 
single and multiple implants

ORTHODONTICS 
Functional orthodontic braces, welded splints and arches

FIXED ORTHODONTICS 
Customized treatment plan with the possibility of 
choosing the final position of the teeth, the height of the 
brackets and arches

IMPLANT SURGERY 
Surgical templates by superimposing tooth  
and soft tissue information with bone anatomy

FOCUS
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More comfort for the patient

Rapidity

Does not require scanning powder, 
impression tray spoons, pastes and chewing 
waxes

High precision, accuracy (scan distortion of 
only 30-50 microns)

Easy to handle

Convenient to carry

Interchangeable and autoclavable tips for total 
protection against infections

HD color scanning

Open scanning system that interfaces with all 
software on the market and creates STL, PTY, 
PLY files

No royalties to pay

Scan of models and impressions

Pedal included, for optional use

Easy and intuitive software

Blue light

Plug and play - direct connection with the PC 
(configured with USB 3.0 port)

Why choose iATON?

The carrying case, resistant and compact, makes iATON an easily transportable instrument 
suitable for the new working dynamics. The advantages of iATON are appreciated right from the 
first use: its manageability and its easy use make it indispensable in the digital workflow, giving 
efficiency and precision.

Thanks to the small size of the handpiece, which stands out for its lightness and, through the 
use of interchangeable tips and different angles, you have a precise and easy scanning of your 
patient’s oral cavity, in a few minutes and with minimal movements.

The image is reproduced on the monitor to create a latest generation virtual experience that also 
involves patients. The development of a 3D model allows you to have a complete view of the oral 
cavity, also thanks to the possibility of taking snapshots of intraoperative details of interest, in 
JPG format. In this way it’s possible to create a history of the patients’ dental arch and scans, thus 
offering an additional service to protect both the Studio and the patient.

iATON: scanning at your fingertips

iATON is an extraordinary solution for your patients:

Avoids complicated and troublesome operations

Ensures benefit and relax during the scanning process

Conveys professionalism and innovation

Thanks to its compactness and small size, at present it gives to your patients the comfort that no 
other system can give. The patient will certainly be more relaxed than in the past. iATON does 
not require the use of scanning powder and thanks to the open scanning system, it interfaces 
with all the softwares on the market, creating STL, OBJ, PLY files. Costs and times of use decrease 
radically, while the value of your performance increases!

iATON: the hi-tech solution for your patients

1
2
3

http://www.88dent.com
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iATON products

iATON INTRAORAL 
SCANNER*

code 88S-IATON2

LAPTOP FOR 
INTRAORAL SCANNER

code 88S-LPIOS

Calibrator

Power adapter

Tip Head

Dongle

Power supply cable

User manual

1
1
5
1
1
1

11
11
55
11
11
11

CONTAINED IN THE 
CARRYING CASE

*

Technical specifications

To ensure proper operation of the iATON scanner software, you must meet the following 
minimum requirements – for both the computer and the power supply:

TIPS size (DxWxH)
83.4x19.6x14.6 mm5 different TIPS

Autoclavable

Dimension (DxWxH)
216x40x36 mm

Weight
246 gr

Interface
USB 3.0

Scan time of 
both arches
< 5min

Field of vision
17x15 mm

Output files
STL, PLY, PTY

Scanning Depth
15 mm

Scanning Technology
Video

COMPUTER MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

CPU

RAM

Hard Disk

Graphic card 

Operating system

Graphics driver version

i7-7700k (3.6 GHz; quad-core; 8-thread) or higher

DDR4 2400 16 GB or higher

SSD 240 GB or higher

GTX 1060 Memory 6 GB or higher

Windows 7* 64 bit, Windows10* 64 bit

Versione NVIDIA* Driver version - WHQL or higher

REQUIREMENTS FOR EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY

Nominal voltage

Nominal current

Nominal frequency

AC 100-240 V 

1.5 A

50-60 Hz

 EURO  750.00

code 88S-CORSOFORMIOS

8 H TRAINING 
AND INSTALLATION 

COURSE

iATON
A SOPHISTICATED HIGH-PRECISION 
SCANNING SYSTEM
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 EURO  15,000.00
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Thanks to its small size and ease of use, the ATON scanner is designed to meet any need for both 
work and space. The modern design and the wide range of customization options will make your 
studio one-of-a-kind. 

ATON is a scanner with high precision and simple and intuitive use specific for plaster models 
and impressions.

ATON is equipped with numerous accessories for different types of work.

COLOR CUSTOMIZATION 
Possible both monochrome with reference to RAL 
classification and with graphic design on request

INTUITIVE AUTOMATIC FUNCTIONS 
Thanks to the automatic functions, you have a 
guided, simple and intuitive user experience

TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE INCLUDED 
Using ATON is simple, even more so thanks to the 
free remote training of our experienced tutors, 
who also provide assistance in case of problems

SCAN IN 20 SECONDS 
Increasing the speed also increases efficiency 
and profitability

FOCUS

ATON
THE SMALL BENCHTOP SCANNER 
FOR SCANNING IMPRESSIONS

The precision that gives color your studio

Speed

Precision

Self-calibrating brightness

Latest generation acquisition software

Texture readings

Articulator

Triple tray impression reading

Training

Why choose the ATON scanner?

The ATON scanner’s performance reaches maximum productivity with the cad Lynx.

The automated functions of the cad Lynx software ensure the user an optimised result and 
considerable time savings.

How to make the most of the ATON scanner’s 
potential

The advantages of the scanner ATON

SURFACE TEXTURE 
Ease of drawing on the model or 
marking for design of the dental 
prosthesis thanks to three different light 
colors (blue, white and red) and the 
function to adjust the light intensity in 
real time

AUTOMATIC ALIGNMENT 
Automatic alignment without points 
between abutments, arches and bite

IMPRESSION SCAN 
Support of different impression types

IMPRESSION SCAN 
Compatible with cad Lynx and the main 
CADs on the market

MULTI ABUTMENT SCAN OF 12 ELEMENTS 
Fast scanning of 12 units in 20 seconds 
with free positioning

IMPLANTS 
Scan-body scan for creating abutments 
and screw-retained crowns on implants

SCAN MODELS 
Ability to scan segmented and non-
segmented plaster models

ARTICULATORS PHYSICAL SCAN 
Possibility of scanning articulators, even 
the large ones, directly in the scanner

1

6

2 7

83

5
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ATON Products

PC FOR ATON  
SCANNER

 EURO  1,500.00

code 88S-PCATON

ATON SCANNER*

code 88S-ATON

 EURO  7,600.00

code 88S-CLOTHCOVER

 EURO 30.00

ATON CALIBRATION 
PLATE

 EURO  400.00

code 88S-ATON-PIATTELLO

FABRIC COVER 
FOR ATON 
SCANNER

75 ML WHITE 
SCAN SPRAY

 EURO  15.90

code 88S-1820

IMPRESSION 
PLATE 

 EURO  180.00

code 88S-PIATTELLO 
IMPRONTE

ATON scanner customization

RAL COLOUR CUSTOMIZATION 
code 88S-SB COLOR

Monochrome, by choosing a color from the RAL classification 
(waiting time of about 5 working days)

CUSTOMIZED GRAPHICS

Contact the company to receive quotation and delivery time, 
which may vary according to the request

      200.00EURO

      ON REQUEST

Fabric scanner cover 

Calibration plate

USB 3.0 cable 

Power supply cable

Dongle

Spacer                                                   

Screwed plate (model holder)

All-in-one plate

Multidie plate

1
1
5
1
1
1

11
11
22
11
11
11
11
11
11

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED*

Image above: 

ATON Scanner with CUSTOMIZED GRAPHICS

ATON
THE SMALL BENCHTOP SCANNER 
FOR SCANNING IMPRESSIONS
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Technical specifications

Cameras
2x1.3 Mp

Dimension (DxWxH)
30x24x38 cm

Weight
12 kg

Axes
2

Interface
USB 3.0

Full arch scan time
20 seconds

Output files
STL / PLY / UM / OBJ

Technology
Blue, White and Red Light

Accuracy/Precision
10 um

Automatic Alignment

Automatic Calibration

Texture Scanning

Adaptive color and brightness

Compatible with 3D mouse

Models scanning

Die scanning

Multi Die scanning

Die scanning on model

Scanning on implants

Single/triple tray scanning

Scanning with articulator

Impression scanning

To ensure the proper functioning of the ATON scanner, it is necessary to meet the following 
minimum requirements - both for the computer and the power supply:

EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS

Nominal voltage 

Nominal current

Nominal frequency

AC 100-240 V

2 A

50-60 Hz

COMPUTER MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

CPU

RAM

Hard Disk

Graphic card

Operating system

Connections

Monitor

i7-7700k (3.6 GHz; quad-core; 8-thread) or higher

8 GB or higher

SSD 240 GB or higher

GTX 730 Memory 2 GB or higher

Windows10* 64 bit

1HDMI, 1 DVI-D, 4 USB 3.0, Ethernet 10/100/1000 Mbps, Wifi 802.11n

24’’ full Hd

Picture above: close-up of a scan made by the ATON scanner

ATON
THE SMALL BENCHTOP SCANNER 
FOR SCANNING IMPRESSIONS
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FOCUS

Simplifies your work

Innovative, precise and flexible Cad program suitable for both expert users and beginners.

Rental option

Open system that allows you to receive and produce files in STL format that you can share 
with other open systems

Possibility to import DICOM, STL, OBJ, PLY files

Interconnection with implant surgical platform

Why choose cad Lynx Evolution?

THE SOLUTION FOR DENTAL 
DESIGN AND MODELLING

ALL IN ONE SOFTWARE 
Thanks to this unique feature, with Cad 
Lynx Evolution you don’t have to worry 
about purchasing additional modules 
since they are already in the single 
license

FLEXIBLE APPROACH 
Cad Lynx Evolution is a software 
program written with a modernlanguage 
which enables the production path 
to be modified without having to 
activate different restorations. Cad 
Lynx Evolution means unprecedented 
working freedom

WORK WHEREVER YOU ARE 
Thanks to a licensing Cloud, you can 
access and work wherever you are, 
without the need for a dongle.

MULTI-DEVICE PLATFORM 
Cad Lynx Evolution will allow you to  
work on all Mac, Windows and mobile 
IOS platforms

RENTAL OPTION 
Possibility of monthly rental (with annual 
commitment) covering the whole 
platform and remaining up-to-date at no 
additional cost

CLOUD PLATFORM 
A secure and safe system that connects 
all the members of the dental team, 
sharing common projects 

CERTIFIED PLATFORM 
The entire planning of our products is 
MDR- and FDA-certified.

Working digitally with the 3D Cad Lynx Evolution dental software allows you to create and 
model any type of prosthesis through a simple and guided step-by-step process. Thanks to 
the presence of the guided surgery software you can use a single service inside this high-
performance Cloud platform.

Revolutionise the way you work with Cad Lynx 
Evolution and also design with guided surgery

Make the most of the complete workflow from 2D 
to 3D, from the photo to CAD CAM software

After receiving the 2D file 
(intraoral or benchtop scanner) 
from the dentist, it is possible to 
rapidly save the file project and 
import it into the 

3D cad Lynx software.

Thanks to Cad Lynx Evolution, 
you will have a complete, open 
CAD image, which seamlessly 
integrates with the files from 
the dental studio (through 
smile design and/or intraoral 
scan). It can interface with the 
most commonly-used CAM 
software programs on the 
market, allowing you to print or 
mill any type of project created.
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DESIGN AND MODELLING
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PURCHASE 
 
Updates and unlimited export of STL files 
within 1 year of activating the license.

 

 EURO  0.00

 

_____

 

 EURO  2,900.00 

code 88S-00050-AC

 

 EURO  4,900.00 

code 88S-00051-AC

 

 EURO  6,900.00 

code 88S-00080-AC

RENTAL 
 
Monthly payment including updates and 
unlimited export  of STL files within 1 year
of activating the license. 12-month contract

 

 EURO  0.00 

 

 EURO  9.00 

code 88S-00060

 

 EURO  90.00 

code 88S-00077-AB

 

 EURO  190.00 

code 88S-00082-AB

 

 EURO  290.00 

code 88S-00066-AB

LICENSE UPGRADES 
 
for purchased licenses ONLY

 

 EURO  0.00 

 

_____

 

 EURO  600.00 

code 88S-00061

 

 EURO  1,200.00 

code 88S-00062

 

 EURO  1,900.00 

code 88S-00081

RealGUIDE  
START

Dental technician/dentist 
communication platform, 

dicom, stl and pdf file viewer, 
free storage of up to 5 cases

RealGUIDE  
APP

For dentists:  
Implant design and case 
management on the go

RealGUIDE  
PRO

For dentists:  
Implant planning software

RealGUIDE  
DESIGN

For dentists/dental technicians: 
Surgical guide design software

RealGUIDE  
CAD+

For dental technicians/dentists:  
Implant planning software+guide 

design+prosthesis modelling.

For dental technicians:  
prostheses modelling, one model 
with all the functions

Cad Lynx 
Evolution SOFTWARE 

PURCHASE: 
code 88S-00078

RENT: 
code 88S-00065-AB

LICENSE 
UPGRADE: 
code 88S-00079

 EURO   4,900.00

EURO         190.00

EURO     1,100.00
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THE SOLUTION FOR DENTAL 
DESIGN AND MODELLING
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Courses and support

Minimum computer system requirements
 1,000.00ACADEMY FOR CLINIC/TECHNICIAN - Duration 4 days 

Code 88S-CADLYNXEVO-ACADEMY

ADVANCED COLLECTIVE COURSES - Duration 1 day 
Code 88S-CADLYNXEVO-CORSO-AV

EURO

350.00
REMOTE TRAINING INSTALLATION - Duration 4 hours 
Code 88S-CADLYNXEVO-INSTALLAZIONE-R EURO

750.00
REMOTE TRAINING INSTALLATION - Duration 8 hours 
Code 88S-CADLYNXEVO-INSTALLAZIONE-S EURO

200.00BASIC COLLECTIVE COURSE - Duration 1 day 
Code 88S-CADLYNXEVO-CORSO EURO

300.00EURO

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS - PC

CPU Intel I5 or I7 (for laptop). Quad Core recommended (for Workstation)

RAM Minimum 4 GB. 8 GB recommended for large data sets

HARD DISK 300 – 500 GB 

GRAPHICS CARD We recommend vRAM or 3GB or greater. For higher performance, 
Nvidia GTX or QUADRO

SCREEN RESOLUTION 1920x1080 for optimal viewing

OS Windows 7 (64 bit), Windows 10. For professional use, we recommend 
the Dell XPS 15 (9560) range of notebooks

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS - MAC

OS OS X (Mojave or higher)

VERSION MacBook Pro 15”; iMac

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS - IOS

VERSION iPad Pro, iPhone 7 Plus, 8, X

A stable internet connection is required for the correction operation of the CLOUD platform.

(DSL for cable connection, 4G for the mobile network).

http://www.88dent.com
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Simple to set up and easy to use, the ZETA4 milling machine stands out for maximum speed and 
precision when grinding and milling. High-performance and cost-efficient, it is a cutting-edge 
technology at the service of professionals who are attentive to reap the benefits of innovation.

In addition to the futuristic design, there is a very high precision technology that allows you to 
create impeccable restorations in just one day. The integrated VHF Cam software is easy to use 
and guarantees a simple and intuitive digital experience.

Precise, fast, independent

VERY FAST PROCESSING 
Restorations in less than ten minutes 
with an accurate dental morphology that 
allows interesting time savings for both 
the patient and the dentist

COMPLETE INDEPENDENCE 
Complete latest generation system with 
simplified interface and the possibility of 
using and processing a wide variety of 
materials available on the market

GREAT COST EFFICIENCY  
Using the ZETA4 milling machine 
means saving time and money, as it 
allows the in-house production of high-
quality products in a short time

MAXIMUM PRECISION 
Thanks to its ultra HD grinding 
and milling, you get a precise and 
impeccable result

FOCUS

THE LEADING TECHNOLOGY OF TOMORROW, 
AVAILABLE TODAY

ZETA405
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Why choose the ZETA4 milling machine?

With the ZETA4 milling machine it is possible to make ultra HD restorations in less than 
10 minutes, the blocks are tightened in just 2 seconds and the electric spindle is at high 
frequency (100,000 rpm).

The DentalCAM software package allows the import of STL files from the most-widely used 
CAD software on the market.

The use of an external laptop is not necessary because the ZETA4 milling machine has an 
integrated PC with touch screen and WLAN. The compressor is also integrated, no external 
compressed air supply is required. It runs on pure water, without additives, and is equipped 
with precision tools for processing all material classes.

Advanced functions for cutting-edge performances 
4 AXES | 1 BLOCK | 6 TOOLS | WET | GRINDING+MILLING

The wide variety of materials that can be used for milling and grinding involve a wide range of 
possibilities, allowing you to find the best solution for each patient.

With the ZETA4 milling machine it is possible to process the following materials (blocks only): 
disilicates, composite materials, zirconia - also for fast sintering, PMMA/PEEK and wax.

Milling materials

It is also possible to process titanium/CrCo pre-
milled, for which the appropriate brackets are 
required.

Maximum precision thanks to ultra HD milling and grinding with 3 microns accuracy repeat 

Very fast processing

Possibility of milling more than 800 titanium and CrCo prefabricated abutments from 11 
manufacturers

Possibility of milling more than 800 titanium and CrCo prefabricated abutments from 11 
manufacturers

Complete independence thanks to the integrated workflow with the leading scanners and 
CAD software on the market

Integrated PC with touch screen and WLAN, no laptop / tablet required

Integrated compressor. No external compressed air supply required

Pure water. No additives needed

http://www.88dent.com
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BASIC SYSTEM

Dimensions (WxDxH) 
Base support: approx. 400 x 305 mm
Fully closed machine: approx. 471 x 522 x 507 mm
Fully open machine: approx. 471 x 737 x 608 mm

Weight approx. 66 kg

Mechanism 4 axes

Rotation axis A from +190° to -10°

PROCESSING CHAMBER

Lighting of the working chamber with different colors to indicate the machine status

Webcam for video transmissions to customer service

Integrated compressor for the production of compressed air

PERMISSIBLE ROOM TEMPERATURE / AIR HUMIDITY

Room temperature                                                                                                                      
(storage / transport) between -20°C and +60°C

Room temperature (operation) between 10°C and 32°C

Relative air humidity max. 80%, non-condensing

SFZ 170P SPINDLE

Asynchronous spindle with speed up to 100,000 rpm

Nominal power in continuous operation (S1) 170 W

Nominal power in continuous uninterrupted operation (S6) 220 W

Peak power (Pmax)    340 W

Hybrid ceramic ball bearings

2-row ball bearings

Pneumatic spindle with Ø 3 mm gripper

Airtightness control

MILLING MATERIALS (ONLY PRE-MILLED AND BLOCKS)

Disilicates, composite materials, zirconia - also for fast sintering, PMMA/PEEK, wax, titanium and CrCo

Data sheet

BLOCK SUPPORT

Assembly of blocks with automatic pneumatic clamping

Maximum number of blocks per job 1

Maximum block dimensions (WxDxH)  40x20x20 mm

Pre-milled support optional

TOOL STORAGE

Removable (5 tool holder blocks divided by materials supplied)

Maximum tools in the tool holder block 6

Maximum tool length 35 mm

Automatic tool change with compressed air monitoring

Automatic tool length measurement and tool breakage monitoring via measurement button

Assignment of the material through color-codes of the tool holder block

Automatic recognition of the tool holder block

LIQUID COOLING SYSTEM FOR WET PROCESSING

Cooling liquid drinking water

Integrated coolant reservoir

Maximum amount of coolant 2 L

Integrated removable filter

Easily washable

Flow sensor for monitoring the coolant flow

CONNECTION

Power supply connection 100-240 V AC, 50-60 Hz with glass fuse T6.3A L 250 V

Network port RJ-45

Speed 10BASE / 100BASE-TX / 1000BASE-T (automatic detection)

INTERNAL CAM COMPUTER

Processor Processore: Intel® Atom ™ E3950 - 4 core - 1,60-2,00 GHz

RAM 8 GB DDR3L-SDRAM

Graphics GPU: Intel® HD Graphics 505

Interface Display: HDMI 1.4b fino a 3840x2160 a 30 Hz 
USB: 2.0 con dispositivo WiFi

Wi-Fi Standard IEEE 802.11 ac

Data speed
802.11 ac: downlink up to 867 Mbps, uplink up to 867 Mbps (20-40 MHz)
802.11 a / b / g / n / ac: downlink up to 300 Mbps, uplink up to 300 Mbps

Cryptography WEP a 64 bit - WEP a 128 bit - WPA2-PSK - WPA-PSK

Operating frequency 2.4-5 GHz

THE LEADING TECHNOLOGY OF TOMORROW, 
AVAILABLE TODAY
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*Includes CAM and starter set for glass-ceramic. 
Contents of the starter set: no. 8 Radius tools for glass-ceramic (2 x 0.6 mm, 3 x 1 mm and 3 x. 2.4 
mm) + no. 2 Torus tools for glass-ceramic (1 x 0.6 mm and 1 x 1.2 mm).

fig1: Milled metal abutment from pre-milled | fig. 2: Milling of a bridge from a block

ZETA4 - 4 AXES 
MILLING MACHINE*  

Code 88S-88ZETA

 EURO  33,800.00

PREFACE® PRE-MILLED HOLDER BRACKET 

Code 88S-246318

NT-PREFORM® PRE-MILLED HOLDER BRACKET 
Code 88S-246319

DESS PRE-MILLED HOLDER BRACKET 
Code 88S-247001

EURO  680.00

EURO  720.00

EURO  550.00

Tools - ZETA4

TOOLS FOR ZIRCONIA DARK BLUE RING STOP 
WITH DIAMOND COATING

Radius bident tip - 0.60 mm   Code 88S-Z060-R2D-35

Radius bident tip - 1 mm    Code 88S-Z100-R2D-35

Radius trident tip - 2 mm   Code 88S-Z200-R3D-35

Flat bident tip - 1.2 mm    Code 88S-Z120-F2D-35

78.00

78.00

78.00

73.00

EURO

EURO

EURO

EURO

TOOLS FOR NANOCOMPOSITE YELLOW RING STOP 
WITH SPECIAL COATING

Radius bident tip - 1 mm    Code 88S-C100-R2-35

Radius bident tip - 2 mm   Code 88S-C200-R2-35

35.00

35.00
EURO

EURO

TOOLS FOR GLASS-CERAMIC BLACK RING STOP 
WITH DIAMOND COATING

Radius tip - 0.60 mm    Code 88S-G060-R-35

Radius tip - 1 mm    Code 88S-G100-R-35

Radius tip - 2.4 mm    Code 88S-G240-R-35

Torus tip - 0,6 mm    Code 88S-G060-T-35

Torus tip - 1.2 mm    Code 88S-G120-T-35

37.00

37.00

37.00
37.00

37.00

EURO

EURO

EURO

EURO

EURO

TOOLS FOR TITANIUM/CRCO RED RING STOP WITH 
DIAMOND COATING

Punta Radius bidente - 0.60 mm   Code 88S-M060-R2-32

Punta Radius bidente - 1 mm   Code 88S-M100-R2-32

Punta Radius bidente - 2 mm   Code 88S-M200-R4-32 

Punta Torus bidente - 1.2 mm   Code 88S-M120-T2-32

35.00

35.00

35.00
45.00

EURO

EURO

EURO

EURO

R - RADIUSTips shape: F - FLAT T - TORUS

fig1 f ig2
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DIMENSIONS
PCS 
PER BOX. TYPOLOGY COLOR / PRODUCT CODE PRICE.

20x15x14 12 SHT colored 
(preshade) on request EURO  120.00

20x15x14 12 SHT multilayer on request EURO  150.00

20x15x14 12 3D multilayer on request EURO  210.00

20x15x19 12 SHT colored 
(preshade) on request EURO  150.00

20x15x19 12 SHT multilayer on request EURO  180.00

20x15x19 12 3D multilayer col. A3 - code APS201519ATMA3-3D EURO  182.40

40x15x14 10 SHT colored 
(preshade) on request EURO  200.00

40x15x14 10 SHT multilayer on request EURO  225.00

40x15x14 10 3D multilayer on request EURO  275.00

40x15x19 10 SHT colored  
(preshade) col. A1 - code APS401519SHTCA1 EURO  144.00

40x15x19 10 SHT colored 
(preshade) col. A2 - code APS401519SHTCA2 EURO  144.00

40x15x19 10 SHT colored 
(preshade) col. A3 - code APS401519SHTCA3 EURO  144.00

40x15x19 10 SHT colored 
(preshade) col. A3.5 - code APS401519SHTCA3.5 EURO  144.00

40x15x19 10 SHT colored 
(preshade) col. A4 - code APS401519SHTCA4 EURO  144.00

40x15x19 10 SHT colored 
(preshade) col. C2 - code APS401519SHTCC2 EURO  144.00

Consumables - ZETA4

ZIRCONIA AIDITE - SIRONA COMPATIBLE - VITA COLORS

DIMENSIONS
PCS 
PER BOX. TYPOLOGY COLOR / PRODUCT CODE PRICE.

40x15x19 10 SHT colored 
(preshade) col. D2 - code APS401519SHTCD2 EURO  225,00

40x15x19 10 SHT colored 
(preshade) col. D3 - code APS401519SHTCD3 EURO  225,00

40x15x19 10 SHT multilayer col. A1 - code APS401519SHTMA1 EURO  250,00

40x15x19 10 SHT multilayer col. A2 - code APS401519SHTMA2 EURO  250,00

40x15x19 10 SHT multilayer col. A3 - code APS401519SHTMA3 EURO  250,00

40x15x19 10 SHT multilayer col. A3.5 - code APS401519SHTMA3.5 EURO  250,00

40x15x19 10 SHT multilayer col. C2 - code APS401519SHTMC2 EURO  250,00

40x15x19 10 SHT multilayer col. D2 - code APS401519SHTMD2 EURO  250,00

40x15x19 10 3D multilayer col. A1 - code APS401519ATMA1-3D EURO  300,00

40x15x19 10 3D multilayer col. A2 - code APS401519ATMA2-3D EURO  300,00

40x15x19 10 3D multilayer col. A3 - code APS401519ATMA3-3D EURO  300,00

40x15x19 10 3D multilayer col. A3.5 - code APS401519ATMA3.5-3D EURO  300,00

40x15x19 10 3D multilayer col. A4 - code APS401519ATMA4-3D EURO  300,00

40x15x19 10 3D multilayer col. B2 - code APS401519ATMB2-3D EURO  300,00

40x15x19 10 3D multilayer col. B3 - code APS401519ATMB3-3D EURO  300,00

40x15x19 10 3D multilayer col. C2 - code APS401519ATMC2-3D EURO  300,00

40x15x19 10 3D multilayer col. C3 - code APS401519ATMC3-3D EURO  300,00

40x15x19 10 3D multilayer col. D2 - code APS401519ATMD2-3D EURO  300,00

40x15x19 10 3D multilayer col. D3 - code APS401519ATMD3-3D EURO  300,00

55x15.5x19 5 SHT colored 
(preshade) on request EURO  237,50

55x15.5x19 5 SHT multilayer col. A1 - code APS5515.519SHTMA1 EURO  250,00

55x15.5x19 5 SHT multilayer col. A2 - code APS5515.519SHTMA2 EURO  250,00

55x15.5x19 5 SHT multilayer col. A3 - code APS5515.519SHTMA3 EURO  250,00

55x15.5x19 5 SHT multilayer col. A3.5 - code APS5515.519SHTMA3.5 EURO  250,00

55x15.5x19 5 3D multilayer col. A1 - code APS5515.519ATMA1-3D EURO  312,50

55x15.5x19 5 3D multilayer col. A2 - code APS5515.519ATMA2-3D EURO  312,50

THE LEADING TECHNOLOGY OF TOMORROW, 
AVAILABLE TODAY
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IMMAGINE DA DEFINIRE

DIMENSIONS
PCS 
PER BOX. TYPOLOGY COLOR / PRODUCT CODE PRICE.

55x15,5x19 5 3D multilayer col. A3 - cod. APS5515.519ATMA3-3D EURO  237.50

55x15,5x19 5 3D multilayer col. A3.5 - cod. APS5515.519ATMA3.5-3D EURO  237.50

55x15,5x19 5 3D multilayer col. C3 - cod. APS5515.519ATMC3-3D EURO  237.50

55x15,5x19 5 3D multilayer col. D3 - cod. APS5515.519ATMD3-3D EURO  237.50

65x25x22 3 SHT colored 
(preshade) col. A2 - cod. APS652522SHTCA2 EURO  168.00

65x25x22 3 SHT colored 
(preshade) col. A3 - cod. APS652522SHTCA3 EURO  168.00

65x25x22 3 SHT colored 
(preshade) col. A3.5 - cod. APS652522SHTCA3.5 EURO  168.00

65x25x22 3 SHT colored 
(preshade) col. A4 - cod. APS652522SHTCA4 EURO  168.00

65x25x22 3 SHT colored 
(preshade) col. C2 - cod. APS652522SHTCC2 EURO  168.00

65x25x22 3 SHT multilayer col. A1 - cod. APS652522SHTMA1 EURO  192.00

65x25x22 3 SHT multilayer col. A2 - cod. APS652522SHTMA2 EURO  192.00

65x25x22 3 SHT multilayer col. A3 - cod. APS652522SHTMA3 EURO  192.00

65x25x22 3 SHT multilayer col. A3.5 - cod. APS652522SHTMA3.5 EURO  192.00

65x25x22 3 SHT multilayer col. C2 - cod. APS652522SHTMC2 EURO  192.00

65x25x22 3 3D multilayer col. A1 - cod. APS652522ATMA1-3D EURO  262.20

65x25x22 3 3D multilayer col. A2 - cod. APS652522ATMA2-3D EURO  262.20

65x25x22 3 3D multilayer col. A3 - cod. APS652522ATMA3-3D EURO  262.20

65x25x22 3 3D multilayer col. A3.5 - cod. APS652522ATMA3.5-3D EURO  262.20

65x25x22 3 3D multilayer col. C2 - cod. APS652522ATMC2-3D EURO  262.20

65x25x22 3 3D multilayer col. D2 - cod. APS652522ATMD2-3D EURO  262.20

65x40x22 3 SHT colored 
(preshade) su richiesta EURO  450.00

65x40x22 3 SHT multilayer su richiesta EURO  525.00

65x40x22 3 3D multilayer col. A3 - cod. APS654022ATMA3-3D EURO  433.20

85x40x22 2 SHT colored 
(preshade) su richiesta EURO  450.00

85x40x22 2 SHT multilayer col. A3 - cod. APS854022SHTMA3 EURO  320.00

85x40x22 2 3D multilayer col. A3 - cod. APS854022ATMA3-3D EURO  565.00

http://www.88dent.com
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The new coloring methods and the wide variety of materials on the market require special 
functions and programs to be sintered, which are best implemented in the ZUBLER VARIO S400 
FURNACE.

ZUBLER VARIO S400 Sintering Furnace
HE ADVANTAGE OF TECHNOLOGY FOR A RELIABLE 
SINTERING PROCESS

DETAILS

Speed and traditional sintering - from 1°C to 100°C/min, maintenance time sum equal to 420 minutes

Energy efficiency 1.12 W/cm3

500 memory positions

5+ 1 freely programmable heating ramps

Practical regeneration program for always perfect resistances.
A protective layer is formed on the surface of the heating elements, which prevents less efficient heating, considerably extending the life 
of the heating elements

Bright LCD touchscreen display in anti-shock material with wide viewing angle

High-purity molybdenum disilicide (MoSi2) resistors, which guarantee a uniform heat distribution in the sintering chamber, for both 
traditional and speed sintering. The elements can be replaced individually in case of breakage

TTC (time-temperature-cooling) - safe linear cooling that prevents damage to structures

USB connection

2 stackable crucibles with large combustion chamber

ADVANTAGES

Precise sintering phases thanks to fast heating and cooling

Automatic sintering chamber cleaning program

Efficient pre-set sintering programs, with the possibility of customization according to requirements

Reliable and safe re-sintering program (PFC) in case of power failure, thanks to perfect control of the furnace. To complete the program, 
the user is informed on screen about the duration of the interruption in order to evaluate the quality of the sintered objects

Unlimited programming for future materials

INITIAL EQUIPMENT

1 network cable

1 user manual

1 Zubler USB pendrive

1 standard cooking base 

1 long grippers

2 96x40 mm bowls

1 cover

2 40 g jars of sintering pearls

DATA SHEET

Dimensions (WxDxH) 360x425x640 mm

Weight 25.5 Kg

Combustion chamber dimensions 130x290 mm for 2 crucibles 

Max. power 1900 W

Temperature control accuracy at 1500°C ± 3° C

Locking mechanism automatic lifting

Power supply 230 V~ 50-60 Hz, 1300 W

ZUBLER VARIO S400 
SINTERING FURNACE

Code 88S-898430

 EURO  9,190.00

SINTERING BEADS 200 G IN ZIRCONIUM OXIDE 
Content sufficient for 5 sintering trays

Code 88S-8960410

SINTERING BEADS 40 G IN ZIRCONIUM OXIDE  
content sufficient for 1 sintering tray

Code 88S-8960409

SINTERING BOWLSSET OF 2: 
2 bowls; 1 lid 

Code 88S-8960418

EURO  81.00

EURO  25.00

EURO  393.60

THE LEADING TECHNOLOGY OF TOMORROW, 
AVAILABLE TODAY
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AIDITE’s light and fast CAMEO AGT-S sintering furnace offers a double layer sintering 
platform for increased capacity that allows you to sinter 30 crowns in just 2.5 hours with 
excellent results. 

The CAMEO furnace uses the innovative refractory mullite as lining and insulation material, 
which allows for 50% lower energy consumption compared to a traditional sintering furnace. 
Fast sintering has no side effects on the integrity and translucency of zirconia.

CAMEO AGT-S FAST SINTERING Furnace

THE FAST SINTERING FURNACE, WITHOUT POLLUTION

ADVANTAGES

High-tech silicon carbide (SiC) heating components
> non-polluting
> easily replaceable

The material can be sintered directly, without the need to be wiped and dried beforehand

Significant energy savings

20 sintering curves, which allow the freedom of switching from traditional to rapid sintering and vice versa

INITIAL EQUIPMENT

2 Cameo AGT-S fast sintering furnace bowls

1 Kg of sintering pearls

1 heaters kit

DATA SHEET

Dimensions (WxDxH) 580x330x700 mm

Weight 40 Kg

Combustion chamber dimensions 90x100 mm

Combustion chamber components Silicon carbide

Nominal power 2.5 KW

Temperature control accuracy at 1600°C ± 1° C

Heating elements Carbon silicone rod - 3 pieces

Sintering modes Speed and traditional

Max. sintering speed 2.5 h

Max. number of sinterable crowns 30 pieces

Program advantages
> Quick setup (1 click)
> 20 sintering curves

Power supply 220 V-50 Hz

CAMEO FAST SINTERING 
FURNACE

Code 88S-CAMEO

 EURO  6,900.00

200 G OF SINTERING PEARLS 
Code 88S-8960410 81.00

40 G OF SINTERING PEARLS  
Code 88S-8960409 25.00EURO

EURO

Consumables - VARIO 
and CAMEO Furnaces 

THE LEADING TECHNOLOGY OF TOMORROW, 
AVAILABLE TODAY
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2 Cameo AGT-S furnace bowls

1 Kg of sintering beads

1 heating element kit
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FOCUS

THE QUALITY OF 3D PRINTING IN
SPACE-SAVING DIMENSIONS
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NEW ANT 4K is the simple and compact 3D LCD printer with which the professional user can 
quickly obtain the desired results, thus saving time and increasing the number of patients.

NEW ANT 4K is the perfect printer if you are looking for high performance in compact size without 
the need for specific IT skills.

Intuitive, fast and precise

SPEED 
Only two steps to level the printing 
platform. This and its efficiency ensure a 
unique operating speed. 

RELIABILITY  
Thanks to HD printing, USB Plug&Play 
printing and proprietary slicing software, 
NEW ANT 4K ensures unprecedented 
reliability

EASE-OF-USE 
Easy and intuitive to use, the NEW ANT 
4K printer is suitable for inexperienced 
users as well

SAVINGS 
NEW ANT 4K offers an excellent 
quality-price ratio: the ideal choice for 
anyone who wants to start using the 
additive manufacturing technique

WHY CHOOSE NEW ANT 4K?

System UV display for HD (4K) printing 
that allows you to obtain printing details 
with resolution up to 10 Micron

Highly efficient levelling system: only two 
steps to complete the printing platform 
levelling

High system uptime. The USB plug & play 
print modes ensure a stable connection

Open-source slicing software with 
fast operation which does not require 
previous experience

New Ant 4K uses a heat-stable 
monochrome LCD. Life cycle of over 2,000 
hours

Monitor with 3-month warranty

Producing your own work has never been so intuitive. Thanks to the system that guides the 
professional user to calibrate the printing plate in just 2 steps.

Thanks to high-definition 4K printing, the professional user can obtain print detail up to 10 Microns. 
With NEW ANT 4K, you will have no connection problems thanks to the USB Plug & Play printing 
mode and, thanks to the dedicated software, you will have an amazing experience where you can 
appreciate the speed of operation and simplicity, requiring no significant previous experience.

The UV projection system has been designed to offer uniform and long-lasting lighting.

Why choose a 3D printer?

The benefits of the 3D NEW ANT printer

TOUCH SCREEN 
Easy-to-use, real time view of the print 
status

OFF-LINE PRINTING 
Built-in operating system which 
supports off-line printing, improving 
print stability

SINGLE RESIN TRAY 
Adjusting and replacing the FEP film is 
easy and saves on operating costs

COMPATIBILITY 
NEW ANT 4K is open to the main resins 
on the market, compatible with both 
LCD resins and most DLP resins

1 3

2 4
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THE QUALITY OF 3D PRINTING IN
SPACE-SAVING DIMENSIONS
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4K screen with 6.1” print area: 3840 x 2160 high definition. Printing at 35 µm with 722 PPI, the 
highest PPI ever, with a print area of 6.1"

 EURO  160.00
code 88S-PULT

WITH 2-LITRE STEEL TANK, 
HEATER AND TIMER

DIGITAL ULTRASONIC 
CLEANER

 EURO  350.00
code 88S-FPRES

UV LIGHT-CURING 
FURNACE

 EURO  2.00
code 88S-59356

RESIN FILTER, DIMENSIONS: 
125 μm

DISPOSABLE FILTER 
T4W FOR PRINTER

code 88S-CSFEP2921

 EURO  25.00

FEP FILM

code 88S-NEWANT4K

 EURO  650.00

NEW ANT 4K 3D PRINTER 
Includes: 

Installation, video course for  
installation and use of the printer, print 

profiles for our resins included and 
remote support for one year plus supply 

of print profiles for resins 88DENT

MISURA 4

TECHNICAL DATA

Slicing software ChiTu Box V1.7.0

Connectivity USB

Technology Resin 3D printer - LCD

Light source 405 nm ParaLED 2.0

XY resolution 35 µm

Layer thickness 0.01-0.30 mm

Print volume (LxDxH) 13.2 x 7.3 x 13 cm

Printing speed 80 mm/h

Power requirements AC 100-240 V ~ 50/60 Hz

Rated frequency 50-60 Hz

Printer dimensions (LxDxH) 25x25x33 cm

Printer weight 5 Kg

We personally select and test the right resins by calibrating them with New 

Ant 4k printer, guaranteeing you an optimal result from the very first use. 

RECOMMENDED RESINS

LIGHT-CURED RESIN FOR THE GENERATIVE PRODUCTION OF DENTAL MODELS.

For all LED printers with a 405 nm wave length. Precise reproduction of 
details, maximum surface hardness and shape stability. The production 
precision, tactile feel and stability meet the high demands of model 
making. Opaque shading for optical recognition of the surface structure, 
preparation margins, etc.

RESIN FOR MODELS  
500 g. pack - colour: GREY 

Code  88S-23685 95.00EURO

http://www.88dent.com
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SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR 3D PRINTING

2.00

21.90

160.00

350.00

T4W, Resin filter (dimensions: 125 μ)    
Code 88S-59356

DENTONA OPTPRINT CLEANER 1 LT    
Code PPCL 

EURO

EURO

EURO

EURO
Luna UV curing furnace 
Code 88S-FPRES

Digital ultrasonic cleaner 2L  
Code 88S-PULT

Cleaning device with stainless steel tank and Backlit LCD screen

Optiprint Denture is a biocompatible class IIa medical product, special for 
the economical production of denture bases using 3D printing technology.

The special resin is superior to conventional denture resins in terms of 
mechanical strength and, thanks to its translucent color, offers the technician 
the possibility of customizing the denture base as usual to customize the 
prosthetic base as usual. Registered Class IIa.

OPTIPRINT DENTURE RESIN - for surgical dimes  
500 g. pack - color: LIGHT PINK 

Cod.  PPDN3LP5 145,90EURO

LIGHT-CURING RESIN FOR THE GENERATIVE PRODUCTION OF CASTING OBJECTS 
IN THE PRECISION CASTING TECHNIQUE.

Castable with no residue in the mould even with large volume items. 
Moulding with standard phosphate-bonded investment masses. Precise 
reproduction of the finest surface structures.
Low viscosity for reduced consumption of material and faster cleaning. 
Highly safe process and production precision. 

RESIN FOR CASTING - Castable 
500 g. pack - colour: VIOLET 

Code   88S-EASYCAST-VIOLET 130.00EURO

Temp 385 - 500 g. pack - Colour A2 
Code PPTM3A25 164.00EURO

Temp 385 - 500 g. pack - Colour A3 
Code PPTM3A35 164.00EURO

Temp 385 - 500 g. pack - Colour B2 
Code PPTM3B25 164.00EURO

FOR TEMPORARY BRIDGES AND CROWNS CLASS IIA PRODUCT RATING HIGH 
LEVEL OF MECHANICAL STABILITY NATURAL LOOK

OPTIPRINT RESIN - Temporary uses

THE QUALITY OF 3D PRINTING IN
SPACE-SAVING DIMENSIONS
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TRAINING IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF DIGITALIZATION

Creating a shared digital culture is one of our main goals, which is why the 
company is structured not only to sell technology, but also to support the 
dentist and his trusted digital dental technician in every phase of learning: 
before, during and after purchase.

In the field of training we have gained a long experience by collaborating 
with associations and universities.

Through training and demonstration events throughout Italy we guide 
dentists towards a full and conscious digitization of the workflow.

The speakers are specialists in the dental sector who have already discovered 
the benefits of this new way of working and who are therefore able to clearly 
convey not only the operation of equipment and software, but also their 
value.

In addition, to help our customers fully understand the potential of the 
products and concretely evaluate the impact of technology in daily clinical 
practice, we have activated the TRY & BUY SERVICE*: a trial and tutoring 
period at the client’s practice.

*ON REQUEST - variable cost based on the product

TRAINING 
AND ASSISTANCE

AFTER-SALES ASSISTANCE WITH SUPPORT IN THE 
STUDIO AND REMOTELY

8dent follows its customers also in the after-sales phase with a customer care 
service able to respond to every need.
Dental practices that have purchased our products can count on a period of 
coaching at their studio for training on machinery, and on a period of remote 
coaching for software learning. In addition, the telephone technical assistance 
service is available free via the TOLL-FREE NUMBER 800 28 40 65.

With our support the transition to digital will be linear, fast and effective. 

The managed workflow will become fluid and will respond perfectly to the needs 
of both doctor and patient. The increased profitability generated by the shorter 
chair occupancy time will help to increase the workload and the acquisition of 
new staff. And the advantages will be clear within a few months

http://www.88dent.com
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ABOUT US

8853 S.p.A. is a leading Italian company 
with a long history in the precious metal 
and semi-finished products sector.
Founded over sixty years ago as Mario Villa 
Banco Metalli, thanks to the ideas and 
expertise of Mario Villa, the company’s 
founder, and subsequently of his son, 
Giorgio Villa, the current CEO, 8853 S.p.A. 
is a multi-faceted, constantly evolving 
company. This is the secret that keeps 
it active and always up-to-date in its 
areas of expertise that range, with the 
various brands, from investment gold 
(orovilla.com), to the production of semi-
finished products (labware.com) and the 
manufacture and distribution of latest-
generation equipment for dentists and 
dental technicians (88dent.com).

8853 S.p.A., through the 88dent division - involved in the enhancement of 
oral health professionals - designs, produces and sells innovative and high-
quality technological solutions for the dental sector.

THE COMPANY

THE ETHICAL AND COMMUNICATIONS SIDE OF THE 
DIGITAL WORLD 

In a world transitioning towards digitisation, the “ethical and emotional” side 
should not be forgotten. New technology brings greater speed with very high 
levels of precision and significant savings in terms of time and money, both 
for the patient and the professional. 
New partnerships are, therefore, formed between the individuals involved with 
benefits all round.

http://www.88dent.com
http://orovilla.com
http://labware.com
http://88dent.com
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NOTES

is a division of:

http://www.88dent.com


is a division of

8853 Spa
Via Pitagora, 11
20016 Pero (Mi)

T +39.02.8853.501
E info@88dent.com 
W www.88dent.com

Company with certified quality system 
according to the standards:

UNI EN ISO 9001:2015
UNI CEI EN ISO 13485:2016

Rev. EN 2022.05

callto:0039028853501
mailto:info%4088dent.com?subject=
http://www.88dent.com
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